
Old Testament Characters 18
“The Past Need Not Determine the Future”

-JOSIAH-
2 Kings 23:25

We have been surveying the OT through many of  its  principal  characters.  Last  time we
looked at the life of Esther. The book of Esther plays out in the final time period of the OT
(only Ezra 7-10, Nehemiah, and Malachi report later OT history than Esther). So, our study of
17 key biblical characters has actually brought us to the end of the OT. However, today we
want to  take a step back chronologically in order to examine one last character. He fits into
the period after Solomon and before Ezra, both of whom we have studied. This sequential
step back is well worth our while because this individual embodies the most important traits
of godly living that the OT seeks to transmit.

We are talking about  King Josiah.  Notice how he is described: 2 Kings 23:25.  His
godly  commitment  is  impressive.  But  when  you  look  at  his  family  heritage,  Josiah’s
commitment  becomes  even  more  impressive.  Josiah’s father,  King  Amon,  was  an  idol
worshipper: 2 Kings 21:20-22). Regarding his grandfather, Manasseh, read 2 Kings 21:9. 

Despite  such a terrible  heritage,  Josiah has  a  heart  for  God. This  king’s  example
should encourage us. Many of us feel held back, severely limited, by our past—whether our
dysfunctional upbringing or our own sinful history. But the message of Josiah is that  our
past doesn’t have to determine our future.

What enabled Josiah to break with his past and lead a godly life?

1.  Josiah   set the course of his life   early
® Josiah began to seek the Lord at a very early age. Given his difficult background, 

what do you think enabled Josiah to follow a godly path? 2 Chronicles 34:3; 2 Kings 
22:2. Compare 1 Samuel 13:14.

® How can Josiah’s example help you live with greater commitment?

2. Josiah greatly revered God’s Word
During the renovation of the Temple, Hilkiah the priest found a copy of the Book of the Law
(perhaps the entire Pentateuch or the book of Deuteronomy). It was taken to King Josiah
and read before him: 2 Kings 22:10. When the king heard the Word of God he was stunned
because it revealed very clearly how far the nation had wandered from the Lord. It also
spelled out the severe consequences that this would inevitably bring. 

® 2 Kings 22:11,  19:  Why did Josiah react this way even though he wasn’t  directly
guilty? 

® What does this teach us about the attitude we should have when confronted with
sin? Compare 2 Samuel 12:13; Isaiah 66:2

3. Josiah proclaims the good news of God’s grace
® Josiah  assembles  the  nation:  2  Kings  23:1-3.  Why  can  we  interpret  this  as  an

evangelistic meeting? 2 Kings 22:17
® What can you learn from Josiah about sharing the good news of God’s grace in a God-

rejecting environment?


